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MARIA BERTRAND

Maria Bertrand, a Montreal native, is a screenplay
and freelance writer. As the Director of Marketing
and Content for a fashion/tech company, she
happily spends her days producing fashion shoots,
interviewing trendsetters and writing content.
Always in search of fascinating people, brands &
ideas to bring to life through storytelling, L.A. is
the perfect palette of inspiration.
Instagram @inspirebydoing

TIM CHAN

Tim Chan is the founder of the arts and culture
publication, Corduroy, and a regular contributor
to magazines and newspapers around the world.
A native of Toronto, Canada, Tim has also worked
in Montreal and New York both as a writer and
creative consultant for emerging fashion and
lifestyle brands. He currently lives in Los Angeles.
Instagram @mrtimchan

JASON GIBBY

Jason Gibby draws heavily from John Carpenter
and the cyberpunk genre. Camp also informs his
work, allowing him to playfully comment on the
realities of urban life.
As a native Angeleno, the perpetual motion of the
Los Angeles landscape keeps his work on its toes.

TODD BIANCO

Bianco is a life-long car enthusiast. From his early
childhood counting air-cooled VWs to his current
life in WeHo counting Teslas, Todd has always
followed the evolution of cars and the local car
culture. He’s owned several classic cars, including
a ’69 Mercury Cougar XR-7 convertible, a
’73 Porsche 914 and a ’72 Cadillac Eldorado
convertible. He never did get that red ’66 Mustang
convertible he lusted after as a kid, but he drives
a modern muscle car, a Dodge Charger and still
owns and drives a diesel Mercedes from the years
when the brand was still run by the engineers.

GREG FIRLOTTE

Firlotte’s West Hollywood design career began in
1981 as an editor of Designers West magazine. He’s
gone on to have his work featured in Architectural
Digest, Veranda and West Hollywood magazines,
interviewing such luminaries as Helmut Newton,
Ed Ruscha and Richard Meier. Firlotte also
served as marketing director for J. Robert Scott
and Phyllis Morris, and has served on various
local boards.

GUS HEULLY

Gus is a West Hollywood-based designer and
writer with an interest in architecture and
urbanism, both historic and contemporary. His
writing and outlook have been shaped by a range
of experiences: as a designer in L.A. architecture
offices, as a local resident and as a teacher,
researcher and curator in academia.
Twitter @GusHeully

JAMES MILLS

Journalist James F. Mills has written about an array
of subjects in his career, but considers covering
West Hollywood to be his greatest pleasure. He
has reported extensively on the ever-evolving city
and its endlessly fascinating residents, serving as
the editor of the West Hollywood Patch website
and later as a correspondent for WEHOville.
com. Mills was born and raised in North Carolina
but found where he belonged upon moving to
West Hollywood. Tony Bennett may have left his
heart in San Francisco, but Mills’ heart is in West
Hollywood.

GABE SAGLIE

Gabe Saglie is senior editor for Travelzoo and
has appeared as a travel expert on CNN, NBC’s
Today Show and FOX News, as well as news
programs in major markets such as New York
City, Los Angeles and Chicago. He also writes a
travel column for ABC News. Gabe has been a
wine columnist for 15 years and is based in Santa
Barbara, where he lives with his wife, Renee,
two sons, Gabriel and Greyson, and newborn
daughter, Madelyn.

MARC YEBER

Marc Yeber is design and planning principal for
Cont-X Studio and VP of Public Information for
APA California. He is also the editor-in-chief for
CalPlanner, a bimonthly publication on planning
in California. With degrees in architecture, urban
planning and landscape architecture, his focus
is on the design of the public realm and natural
environments. He is a former member of the
planning and historic preservation commissions
for West Hollywood.
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ARCHITECTURE

MORE THAN
A PRETTY FAÇADE
The Lost Art of Leland Bryant

BY MARC YEBER, ASLA
PHOTOGRAPHS BY PAOLO FORTADES
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T

ravel on Fountain Avenue in West
Hollywood and you will quickly
realize your trip is defined by
a fabled story. It is a journey
framed by an imagined lifestyle housed
in former palaces of Hollywood nobility
from a time since vanished. Clustered
between La Cienega Boulevard and Fairfax
Avenue in the area loosely known as MidCity, these post-World War I residences
are notable for their period architecture,
but cherished for their association with
the classic age of cinema. To the casual
observer, they are the grande dames of
apartment living, undeniably stately and
always graceful. They have become the
de facto cairns of our journey to a time
long past. Their presence connects us to a
bygone era and a time where adornment
conveyed taste and status. This collection
of buildings represents the skilled crafting
and elevating of arguably one of our most
primal needs, the development of shelter.
Each of these anchors our community’s
origins and history. Wrapped within their
mythical walls there is a story rarely told.
Apartment houses erected from the mid
1920s to the early 1930s mixed a variety of
period revival styles from Spanish Baroque
(aka Churrigueresque) and French Normandy
(aka Chateauesque) to Art Deco and Zigzag
Moderne, and this helped define cultivated

urban living in the Los Angeles area. Built largely
to accommodate burgeoning film production—
United Artists and Fairbanks Studios were
located mere blocks away—these apartment
buildings were designed to house a broad cross
section of studio folk, from executives and actors
to designers and artists. As a real-life stage
for living, these environments mimicked the
theatrical artistry and defined a faux opulence
commonly found on film production sets of
the time. No architect was more accomplished
in mastering this type of luxury apartment
house in West Hollywood—or Hollywood for
that matter—than Leland A. Bryant. While
others of this era were known for other types of
buildings, like S. Charles Lee for theater palaces
and the Zwebell’s for courtyard housing, Bryant
displayed a penchant for designing residential
buildings with a dramatic flair.
In only eight years, starting in 1924,
Leland Bryant proposed and/or built nearly
300 buildings throughout Los Angeles and
adjacent areas such as West Hollywood. This
is remarkable when you consider today’s
development process, where a single project
can take that long to get entitled, permitted and
built. It is this fact, along with other significant
changes in how we approach planning,
architecture and development, that makes the
design of such buildings a lost art.
To understand the conditions that shaped
development in Los Angeles, it’s important to

know that the early 1920’s consisted of large
swaths of undeveloped land, much of which
was still used for oil fields and orange groves.
The population was well under 100,000, a little
more than one percent that of New York City.
Comprehensive zoning had not fully reached
the hinterlands of downtown Los Angeles. The
automobile was in its infancy, with less than
half a million registered in all of Los Angeles
County. Freeways and a fully realized street
network were still just a discussion. This context
was framed by L.A.’s first building boom, which
lasted until the Great Depression.
Perhaps the most significant cultural
factor influencing the development of these
buildings was the budding film studio system.
When these buildings were being conceived,
the studios were just starting to take root, and
the industry was in the middle of a significant
expansion. In fact, some 800 movies per year
were being made in Hollywood alone. It was
also a time that gave rise to the “movie star.”
One cannot consider these buildings without
understanding who the projected end-user was
or the studio craft employed that shaped the
film culture at the time.
While period revival was occurring
throughout the U.S., Hollywood’s access to the
artistry and skill were unmatched elsewhere,
and therefore few residential buildings
mastered it to the same degree as those here.
Leland Bryant was an interpreter of the time
within the unique context with which he was
presented, and this gave him the freedom to
innovate and experiment with the housing type.
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So who was the clientele for these
buildings? It has been suggested that
many of Leland Bryant’s dwellings were
pied-à-terre for industry talent that lived
in the outer reaches of “Hollywoodland.”
To give credence to such a notion, one
only needs to recognize the mobility
limitations of the time. Where today’s oneway commute from Malibu might take an
hour or two of driving, that same commute
during the 1920’s would take half a day
when you consider that a single paved lane
was the closest thing to a freeway, and that
driving 30 miles per hour was thought to
be practically reckless.
Whether it was a period revival or art deco
building, Leland Bryant believed there was value
in designing units with modern amenities and
unparalleled detail that only the millionaire’s
home would feature. Starting with the Afton
Arms Apartments in Hollywood in 1924 and
spanning to the Moffitt Apartments (now
Hayworth Towers) in West Hollywood in 1931,
these buildings offered the latest in modern
home conveniences such as electric ranges,
ventilation and dishwashers. In between, he
designed and built countless notable luxury
apartment houses including La Fontaine,
Savoy Plaza, Colonial House, El Palacio, Les
Maisonettes (now The Four Gables), and of
course the Sunset Tower Apartments, to name
a few in West Hollywood. These represent
38
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a minority of his portfolio. Numerous other
examples of his mastery are dotted throughout
Hollywood and the Mid-Wilshire area, also
known today as Koreatown and a number of
them have historic designation associated with
them.
Flats, townhomes, split-level units and
efficiency apartments all had a higher than
expected level of convenience and a superior
degree of whimsy. This is not to diminish
Bryant’s architectural innovation and skill at
organizing space. From air shafts for natural
ventilation and base isolation devices for
seismic resistance to split-level vertical spaces
and double-height volumes, Leland Bryant
established many firsts for this architectural
typology. Even the siting of his projects
emphasized the approach and sequencing
as one navigated a building and grounds.
Arguably, Bryant’s most notable apartment
house, and one of his last, was the Sunset
Tower on Sunset Boulevard. This building was
the culmination of everything he attempted
to achieve in a city dwelling. He intentionally
sacrificed elaborate public facilities for
individual units brimming with amenities, such
as unobstructed panoramic views via floorto-ceiling bay windows, decorative fireplaces
and ultra-modern conveniences that were
substantially ahead of their time.
This was Leland Bryant’s design philosophy
for all his projects. The announcements,

advertisements and editorial of the day make
clear that these buildings were not only outfitted
with the latest in amenities, but displayed a high
degree of craftsmanship. From gable finials and
ornate friezes to pronounced sashes and raised
quoining, few areas of Leland Bryant buildings
were left unadorned or without devices that
further anchored its vocabulary. However, these
visual delights are only part of the story.
Unbeknownst to the average viewer,
these buildings possess numerous conceits
adding to the folly of these architectural gems
—remember this a town revered for makebelieve. These elements would foreshadow a
few of the principles of post-modernism that
came into fashion 50 years later. For example, a
casual glance at the slate tile roofs of his French
chateaus reveals several chimneys that are mere
props of adornment.
That’s right; theatrical devices straight out
of your local prop shop. These are associated
with imitation fireplaces inside, where today’s
occupants and visitors lament the loss of a fire
that never was. Further inspection presents
ornamental ceiling beams anchored by carved
heads that are easily disguised as the work of
skilled woodworkers when actually they are
nothing more than plaster molds.
Though these architectural gimmicks and
other devices allude to some other place and
time, they actually establish their own place
in history.
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LA FONTAINE

“Wrapped within their mythical
walls, there is a story rarely told.”
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LA FONTAINE COURTYARD
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FOUR GABLES

HOUSING AS A LOST ART
So why do these apartment houses
remain admired today among their
later equivalents? Many suggest it’s a
massing and articulation that harkens
to an expensive art form that now is rare
given today’s focus on economic return.
Others point to a style and detailing
that has become a lost art in a climate
of value engineering. Some simply offer
that these buildings are part of the built
narrative that stitches our urban fabric.
Though none of these are incorrect in
their assessment, they miss an even more
important consideration: today’s laser
focus on real estate value has led to housing
that is commodity-driven and less focused
on creating shelter as our individual
sanctuary. Indeed, these architectural
gems represent the embodiment of delight
and retreat from the daily grind of urban
life both then and now.
What is less evident to the average
passerby is what lurks within these historically
protected envelopes. Inside, the organization
of space and unparallelled grandeur matches
the exterior of these buildings. The typical
unit has a deceptively modest footprint by
today’s standard. A two-bedroom townhome
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averages less than 1,200 square feet while a
one bedroom flat is less than 700 square feet.
But gracious volumes and large windows make
the apartments feel larger than life. Hallmarks
include double-height vaulted ceilings and
dramatic staircases reminiscent of Norma
Desmond’s grand descent, and plaster carved
faces and decorative fireplace mantles that
would inspire an Auntie Mame soirée. Even
in the most modest of apartments, attention
was paid to the quality of the space, including
orchestrated transitions from room to room.
With the onset of the Great Depression, this
type of luxury housing faded and was further
waylaid by World War II. Then the postwar
single-family housing boom gained traction and
cultural tastes gravitated to a “form-followsfunction” attitude. With that, the architectural
whimsy of Leland Bryant fell out of favor. By
this time however, his legacy had already been
cemented via a multitude of buildings with
a widely-admired attention to detail. Yet, for
numerous reasons, these buildings could never
be built today. The lack of willingness on the
part of the development community or the loss
of skilled craftspeople is only part of the story.
Local zoning regulates lot coverage, number of
units, height, open space and required parking,

and most of these buildings would not meet
today’s development standards. For example,
under current regulations, buildings such as
the Four Gables or Beau Sejour on Fountain
Avenue would have their units reduced by half;
the height of the Savoy Plaza and Granville on
Crescent Heights Boulevard would be trimmed
by nearly 50 percent, and the walk-ups and
unit diversity of the El Palacio on Fountain
and Piazza Del Sol on Sunset Boulevard
would disappear. Further, these structures do
not conform to the codes regulating building,
disability, fire safety and energy and the
sustainability requirements of today.
To make matters even more complicated, all
these regulations are overseen by agencies that
operate in an often-siloed fashion. And then
there is the sometimes-contentious political
climate and prolonged review process that can
be burdensome and unpredictable in approving
a project.
All told, the current regulatory environment
presents a situation where an architect of
Leland Bryant’s caliber today would be
inhibited from doing the very thing he or she
is chartered to do...design a building with what
Vitruvius described as firmness, commodity
(i.e., functionality) and delight.

These buildings represent more than
a snapshot of a previous time, an
ornamentation sacrificed for economics, or
a lifestyle whose charm has waned. They
demonstrate a lost art of detailing, and
they conjure an imagining of the glamour
long associated with a period that has given
way to a less-storied time. These vestiges
remind us of what is missing in our attitude
towards planning, development and the
architecture of housing today. They also
highlight the impediments that interfere
with creating housing that is not simply
humane, but becomes a private haven. The
gracious orientation, dramatic entrances,
spacious interiors and majestic stature of
Leland Bryant’s apartment houses point
not only to a philosophy of developing
housing, but of building community. Their
presence not only reveals an earlier design
sensibility, but suggests a more noble
purpose to guide future development and
art of housing.

SUNSET TOWER

A LIFE OF RELATIVE OBSCURITY
Born in Santa Cruz in 1890, Leland
Bryant was a graduate of the University
of California at Berkeley and trained as
an architect and engineer. He began his
architectural legacy shortly after relocating
to Los Angeles in the early 1920s. He rode
the wave of L.A.’s building boom, carving
out a niche in luxury apartment houses.
During the Great Depression, much of the
development world lost its appetite for
the grand statements of such buildings.
It was at this point that his fame fell into
obscurity. But this is not the end of his
story.
After the 1933 Long Beach earthquake,
Bryant provided hands-on help to rebuild the
public schools using concrete construction

techniques. During World War II, Leland
Bryant co-developed, and was awarded a
patent for a “mastering tooling dock” that could
retrofit damaged planes in a fashion that was
more efficient and less reliant on highly skilled
jig builders. His tooling dock was used in the
production of automobiles, ships, tractors
and railcars where manufacturing was more
dependent on expediency.
Bryant went on to establish a partnership
and company known as the Geometric
Mastering Corporation in Los Angeles, where
he would earn a second patent for inventing the
“universal panel mastering fixture.” But for all
his accomplishments, it is his masterful hand
and long reach of architecture that ultimately
defines his body of work.
LELAND BRYANT
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